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Supplementary material for 

Leckie, G. and Goldstein, H. (2014). A Multilevel Modelling Approach to Measuring 

Changing Patterns of Ethnic Composition and Segregation among London Secondary 

Schools, 2001-2010, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society (Series A). 

 

Supplementary material for Section 2 

Fig. A1 plots the proportions of white, black and Asian students between 2001 and 2010 

separately for each school within each of the 32 LAs in London. Contrasting Fig. A1 to 

Fig. 2 shows that there is also substantial variation in the ethnic composition of schools 

within their LAs. Thus, there appears to be considerable ethnic segregation even at this 

most micro-level of analysis.  

 

Fig. A1 highlights a number of other important features of the data. The figure shows 

the number of schools varies greatly across LAs from as few as two schools in Harrow to 

as many as 21 schools in Barnet. Clearly, there would be limited value in calculating LA-

specific measures of school-level segregation when there are so few schools per LA. The 

figure also shows school proportions are noisier than LA-level proportions, reflecting 

the smaller sample sizes on which they are based. Thus, at this micro-level of analysis a 

higher proportion of the observed variation in proportions relates to randomness and 

uncertainty than is the case for the observed variation in proportions at the meso- and 

macro-levels. A model-based approach is clearly needed to distinguish between this 

randomness and the population variation in school proportions which is of interest. 

Finally, the figure reveals several unusual schools which we must bear in mind when we 

come to model these data as they may exert high influence on the fitted model 

parameters. For example, in Redbridge, one school is attended by only white students 
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for the first eight years, but then admits substantial proportions of non-white students 

in the ninth and tenth years. Similarly, in Hillingdon, one school is effectively attended 

only by Asian students for all 10 years. 

 

Supplementary material for Section 5 

Fig. A3 presents a scatterplot of the studentised LA-level random-intercept residuals. 

For diagnostic purposes, a value outside the range         indicates that the data point 

is an outlier and is cause for further investigation. The figure shows, that none of the 32 

LAs lie outside this range and so there are no obvious outliers at this level of analysis.  

 

Fig. A4 presents the scatterplot matrix for the studentised school-level residuals. The 

plot is the graphical equivalent of the lower triangle matrix of the     school-level 

correlation matrix in (1).  Here several points lie outside the range        , although a 

greater frequency of outliers is expected given the greater number of points being 

plotted (395 schools compared to 32 LAs in Fig. A3). Let ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’, ‘E’, ‘F’ and ‘G’ 

denote the seven schools which between them account for the four highest and four 

lowest values of the four school-level random effects. We consider here in detail schools 

A, C and E. 

 

School A (located in Redbridge) has both the lowest black-white random-intercept 

effect and the lowest Asian-white random intercept. This school also has the second 

highest Asian-white random-slope effect (and one of the highest black-white random-

slope effects). Together these results suggest that the school started the decade 

admitting substantially fewer black and Asian students and substantially more white 

students than was typical for an outer London LA. However, over subsequent years the 
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numbers of Asian and black students admitted increased rapidly. It turns out that this 

school is of Jewish denomination explaining why it disproportionately recruited white 

students, at least at the start of the decade. An examination of the school’s website sheds 

light on the school’s especially steep random-slopes. The website states that 

‘Applications are welcome from students practising other faiths’ and indeed from 2009 

the school admitted Asian and black students for the first time. This is the first school 

which was commented on earlier when describing Fig. A1. 

 

School C (located in Southwark), has the lowest black-white random-slope effect 

indicating that its ratio of black students to white students increased less rapidly than 

average for inner London LAs. Indeed, an examination of the data reveals that the 

proportion of black students in this school actually decreased from 0.80 to 0.34 between 

2001 and 2010, while the proportion of white students increased from 0.19 to 0.64. This 

behaviour is very different to the LA as a whole which saw little change in the 

proportions of each ethnic group over the 10 years. Further examination reveals the 

school was placed in special measures in 1998, but over subsequent years improved 

greatly and is now the most oversubscribed school in Southwark. 

 

School E (located in Hillingdon) has the highest Asian-white random-intercept 

indicating that the ratio of Asian to white students is especially high for its LA. It turns 

out that this school is of Sikh denomination and admits effectively no white (or black) 

students in any year. This is the second school which was commented on earlier when 

describing Fig. A1. 
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The schools we have described are outliers and one concern is that they might exert 

undue influence on the fitted model parameters. However, this can be readily tested by 

examining how the parameter estimates change when we remove them from the data or 

alternatively include a fixed effect binary indicator variable for each outlying unit 

(Langford and Lewis, 2002). Separate analysis shows that the model results are not 

sensitive to whether we include or exclude these schools. 
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Table A1. Model 3 posterior means and standard deviations 

 

Parameter Black-white equation Asian-white equation 
Fixed-part   
Intercept -1.830 (0.212) -2.006 (0.260) 
Time 0.085 (0.006) 0.088 (0.006) 
Inner 1.280 (0.327) 0.039 (0.386) 
Inner   Time -0.033 (0.011) -0.001 (0.011) 
   
Random-part – LA   
LA intercept variance 0.974 (0.271) 1.400 (0.407) 
LA intercept-intercept covariance 0.687 (0.272) 
   
Random-part – School   
School intercept variance 1.007 (0.088) 2.037 (0.177) 
School intercept-slope covariance -0.033 (0.007) -0.051 (0.010) 
School slope variance 0.008 (0.001) 0.008 (0.001) 
School intercept-intercept covariance 0.820 (0.106) 
School intercept-slope covariance -0.019 (0.009) 
School slope-intercept covariance -0.021 (0.007) 
School slope-slope covariance 0.003 (0.001) 
   
Random-part – School-cohort   
School-cohort variance 0.025 (0.002) 0.024 (0.002) 
School-cohort covariance 0.015 (0.002) 
   
DIC 844733 
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Fig. A1. Change in school-level proportions of white, black and Asian students between 
2001 and 2010 plotted separately for each LA. Results based on fitting a series of cohort-
specific variance-components models to the data. The first two rows present the 12 inner-
London LAs; rows three to six present the 20 outer-London LAs. 
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Fig. A2. Total, LA- and school-level black-white, Asian-white and Asian-black variance 
functions plotted against cohort. Posterior means plotted with 95% credible intervals. 
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Fig. A3. LA-level residual scatterplot 
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Fig. A4. School-level residual scatterplot matrix 
 


